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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared by the Deep Sea Drilling Project, University of
California, San Diego, as an account of work sponsored by the United States
Government's National Science Foundation. Neither the University nor any
of their employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness
of any information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights.



THE COVER ILLUSTRATION

A simplified presentation of the operation of the latest
Hydraulic Bit Release (HBR-Mod. IV) appears on the cover. At the
left, the Go-devil has been pumped down the drill string and
landed at the Support Bearing to align in the HBR mechanism where
the circulation fluid is diverted to activate the Release Sleeve.
At the right, the Sleeve has shifted up, allowing the Latch Seg-
ments to swing in releasing the bit and other expendable com-
ponents .
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INTRODUCTION

DEEP SEA DRILLING PROJECT

The Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) began coring in August,
1968, under the auspices of the National Science Foundation^
(NSF) Ocean Sediment Coring Program to increase man's knowledge
of the earth's development through the exploration of the ocean
floor. The prime contract for the Project was executed in 1966
between NSF and the Board of Regents of the University of Cali-
fornia (UC). Scripps Institution of Oceanograhy in La Jolla,
California, which is part of the UC system, is responsible for
the management and operation of the Project. Global Marine, Inc.
(GMD of Los Angeles, owner, designer, and builder of the GLOMAR
CHALLENGER, subcontracted with Scripps to provide the drilling
vessel for the drilling and coring program.

To plan the scientific objectives of the program, major oceano-
graphic institutions in the United States (including Woods Hole
Oceanogrtaphic Institution, Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory
of Columbia University, Rosenstiel School of Marine Sciences of
the University of Miami, the University of Washington and
Scripps), joined in an agreement to mutually support such a pro-
gram of deep ocean drilling. This association is called the
Joint Oceanographic Institutions for Deep Earth Sampling (JOIDES)
and provides scientific guidance for the Deep Sea Drilling Pro-
ject. The group was later enlarged to include nine American
institutions.

INTERNATIONAL PHASE OF OCEAN DRILLING

Prompted by the vast scientific and technical successes of the
first seven years, the Project increased the scope of the coring
program to include even deeper penetrations into the ocean floor.
International interest in the Project increased. Several foreign
scientific institutions, excited by past scientific results and
confident of future successes, were interested in becoming
members of JOIDES. These institutions were willing to contribute
financially to the Project in exchange for a greater role in the
scientific planning. In 1975, the "International Phase of Ocean
Drilling", known as IPOD, was born. IPOD was an initial three-
year Deep Crustal coring Program supported both scientifically
and financially by the governments of France, Germany, Japan,
England and Russia.
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D/V GLOMAR CHALLENGER

The GLOMAR CHALLENGER, with its unique coring procedures, has
long been recognized as a major technical achievement in its own
right. The 10,500 metric ton drillship utilizes an advanced on-
board computer and dual bow and stern thrusters to dynamically
position itself. The CHALLENGER has operated as far north as 76
degrees latitude; as far south as 77 degrees latitude and has the
capability to maintain its station in 30-knot winds and 7-10 foot
seas. Similar to conventional drillships, the vessel incor-
porates a 43-meter derrick amidship with a hookload capacity of
450 metric tons and can deploy a 7000 m drill string. The CHAL-
LENGER utilizes an automatic pipe racker capable of handling
7,300 meters of 5-inch S—135 drill pipe, and is equipped with a
drill pipe heave compensation system.

Most coring operations are conducted in very deep water and all
sites are carefully screened to ensure that there is no possibil-
ity of encountering gas or hydrocarbons. For these reasons no
riser or blow prevention equiipment is used. Circulation while
coring is provided by two National 1600 mud pumps and consists of
seawater without return circulation. Core barrels are retrieved
by wireline utilizing a coring winch equipped with up to 7900 m
of 6 x 1 6 wire rope. Well equipped shipboard scientific labora-
tories are utilized to conduct comprehensive core analyses.

ABSTRACT/TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 17

This Deep Sea Drilling Project Technical Report documents the
history, incentives and development details of the bit release
technology used aboard the GLOMAR C^H ALLE^N£E_R. Descriptions of
the most current models and operational guidelines for both the
earlier Mechanical Bit Release (MBR) and the later Hydraulic Bit
Release (HBR) are included. Operational deployments of both sys-
tems are summarized. Appendices are included with certain signi-
ficant engineering calculations and machine drawings.

The need for electronic well logging in open holes prompted
development of bit release capability by DSDP as early as 1969.
Logging tools slightly less than four inches in diameter were
available from the oil industry and could be deployed down the
£üAliIiĴ ü̂ .̂ .*±i drill string but could not pass through the restric-
tion at the core bit. The successful development of two dif-
ferent Bit Release mechanisms literally opened the door for the
acquisition of hundreds of well logs in DSDP holes worldwide.

Continuous evolution and development of DSDP downhole coring tool
technology, including the advent of radically new tools such as
the Wireline Pressure Core Barrel and the Hydraulic Piston Corer,
required that the Bit Releases be modified or operational
compromises be determined to maintain logging capability in con-
cert with the many different coring programs. Comments on Bit.
Release compatibility with the various DSDP coring systems are
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included in this report. The latest developments to make logging
possible in cases where open throat core bits tended to preclude
use of either type of bit release are discussed in a section on
through-the-bit logging techniques.

Both the MBR and HBR remain viable tools to achieve open ended
pipe for a variety of downhole logging programs and other open
hole experiments. With proper selection and use the bit release
technology developed by DSDP offers significant capabilities to
any future CHALLENGER-type drilling or coring operations in the
deep ocean .
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I÷ BACKGROUND/GOALS

In January 1970, the electronic well logging capability aboard
the GLOMAR CHALLENGER was evaluated in view of the scientific
goals of DSDP. The ability to provide the best possible downhole
logs in most DSDP holes was considered essential for three rea-
sons :

1) To provide missing data in uncored sections and zones
of poor or intermittent core recovery;

2) To generate accurate data about in situ, sediment pro-
perties, and;

3) To measure general formation properties beyond the phy-
sical boundaries of the borehole itself.

The common oilfield practice of choosing logging tools with diam-
eters to match borehole sizes as closely as practical was not
possible in DSDP holes since any logging tool would be required
to pass through the drill pipe and bottomhole assembly (BHA)
before entering open hole. Both through-the-pipe logging and use
of "slim" tools capable of passing through the throat of DSDP-
standard (nominally 2-1/2" diameter) core bits had been attempted
earlier in the Project (Legs 3-8) with generally unsatisfactory
results .

Removal of the core bit to allow passage of larger logging tools,
up to 4" diameter, was an obvious necessity. Tripping the drill
string in order to remove the bit on deck would be self-defeating
in single bit holes and excessively time consuming in re-entry
holes. (Pipe round trips in deep water can easily require a full
day.) A bit release mechanism which could be actuated remotely
with the drill string in the hole was required.

The Rotary Oil Tool Co., a division of Baker Oil Tools, was
approached to do a market survey of oil industry suppliers to
determine if any suitable downhole release mechanism existed
which could be modified to meet Deep Sea Drilling Project
requirements. At that time Rotary produced a mechanically
actuated downhole shifting device operated by a wireline shifting
tool. That particular shifting tool was already used aboard the
CHALLENGER in conjunction with the re-entry system. After sur-
veying twenty or more potential suppliers and finding no
appropriate tool, Rotary Oil Tool was given the job of designing
and fabricating one prototype Mechanical Bit Release (MBR) based
on their existing Disconnect Apparatus. The design was modified
to allow a minimum inside diameter of 4-1/8 inches and the
threaded connections were made compatible with the DSDP standards
so that the MBR could be inserted in the BHA directly above the
core bit in place of the standard Bit Crossover Sub.
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This 1970-version was never field tested as no logging program
was funded and initiated aboard the CHALLENGER until Leg 4 8 in
June 1976. By that time, the 1970 prototype model had become
obsolete because it did not allow room for a Baker Float Valve
which had since been added as a standard element to the BHA. In
March 1976, Tri-State Oil Tool Industries was contracted to
modify the design of the 1970-version prototype MBR and fabricate
enough expendable parts to handle the requirements for the log-
ging program planned for Leg 48.

The MBR was first deployed operationally during Leg 48 in June
1976. During its first two years of use four instances of unin-
tentional, premature release occurred. These incidents resulted
in the loss of the holes being drilled as well as the loss of
ship s time associated with round tripping the pipe and drilling
new holes. The problem was serious enough to merit a review of
the Bit Release design philosophy. The root problem was thought
to be the potential of accidently actuating the release mechanism
during a normal core barrel retrieval operation rather than with
the shifting tool. The solution proposed was the original con-
ceptualization of the Hydraulic Bit Release (HBR).

An in-house development program for the HBR was begun at DSDP in
March 1977. The goal was to utilize the better features of the
MBR, which had proven itself to be functionally reliable except
for the premature release tendencies, but change the actuation
mechanism from mechanical to hydraulic so that an isolation liner
could be added between the Release Sleeve and the coring tools
which passed through the BHA. The HBR development continued
intermittently over the next 14 months, including extensive
laboratory testing. The first sea trial models were sent to the
CHALLENGER in May 1978.
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II. ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT

A. Design-Mechanical Bit Release (MBR)

The initial requirements for a bit release mechanism were as fol-
lows:

1) The device had to fit into the standard DSDP bottom
hole assembly (BHA) with a maximum outside diameter of
8-1A" and an inside diameter of 4-1/8" minimum to allow
unobstructed passage of core barrels and downhole
instruments;

2) It had to be rugged enough to withstand the rigors and
abuse of downhole drilling conditions for up to several
days and still function when called upon to release;

3) Release actuation had to be accomplished remotely from
the rig floor in a minimum of time;

4) The release mechanism had to be able to remain inert
through routine coring and sampling operations without
the likelihood of inadvertent release;

5) The mechanism had to be hydraulically sealed prior to
actuation to prevent drilling fluids from escaping to
the hole and bypassing the bit;

6) The separating halves of the mechanism would be
required to carry the normal drilling loads prior to
release:

torque - up to 12,000 ft/lbs

compression - weight of the BHA transmitted to the
bit, up to 45,000 pounds

tension - weight of bit and releasable components
prior to release

impact, inertial, vibration and wear loads.

7) After release, the down-looking end of the last com-
ponent remaining attached to the drill string had to be
rugged enough to withstand minor weight-on-bit load
applications to ream hole and penetrate minor bridges,
as well as provide a smooth profile to enable re-entry
of the logging tools while protecting the logging E-M
cable from snags and chafing.
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The prototype MBR designed and fabricated by Rotary Oil Tool Com-
pany based on their existing Disconnect Apparatus is shown in
Fig. 1 along with the Shifting Tool (spear). The mechanism met
all seven initial design requirements and proved acceptable in
shore testing although no shipboard testing was ever done on this
MBR version.

The mechanism was composed of four primary components: Top Con-
nector, Disconnect, Release (Latch) Sleeve, and Latch Segments.
The Top Connector and Disconnect were attached by means of four
block-like Latch Segments which prevented separation and were
adequate to hold the tensile load of the releasable components.
Compression (weight-on-bit) loading was transmitted through
shoulders on the Top Connector and Disconnect. Torque loads were
handled by Torque Slipper pads welded to the Disconnect.

Release was accomplished by engaging the Dogs of the Shifting
Tool in a special profile cut in the Release Sleeve, then pulling
the Sleeve up with the sandline to unveil the Latch Segments.
The Segments were then free to fall inward releasing the Top Con-
nector and Disconnect. Safety against accidental shifting of the
Sleeve was provided by a "C"-ring spring snapped into a detent on
the Sleeve. Sufficient upward pull on the Sleeve to overcome the
locking action of the "C"-ring was required before the Sleeve
could move. Three O-rings were included to seal the possible
fluid paths around the Sleeve and out the Latch Segment windows
so that all pumped flow was directed to the bit.

The next design modifications were accomplished by Tri-State Oil
Tool Industries at the direction of DSDP prior to the first at
sea deployment of the MBR during Leg 48. The Disconnect was
lengthened to allow room for a Baker Float Valve which had been
added to the standard BHA to control well back flow. During lab
testing of the prototype MBR, problems had been encountered with
overstressing the " C " - r i n g during installation. To alleviate
this a re-engineered "C"-ring was added (see actual calculation
in Appendix).

Following Leg 48, the torque transmission capability of the
Slipper Pads was questioned and they were discarded in favor of a
hex spline drive arrangement between the Top Connector and
Disconnect. This adaptation proved to be 100% reliable over the
seven years that the MBR was used thereafter. The male hex meas-
ures 6.186 inches across the flats and mates with the female with
0.064/0.100 inches diametral clearance and 3.375 inches length-
wise engagement. Compression loads continued to be carried via
60 degree conical mating shoulders between the Top Connector and
Disconnect.

The improved MBR made its debut on the CHALLENGER during Leg 50
in the version which appears in Fig. 2. Later improvements which
were made were all minor. The most significant of these involved
slimming of the Latch Segments so that a band could be welded
over the windows in the Disconnect. The welded band plus an 0-



ring partially sealing between the Disconnect and Top Connector
above the Latch Segments were added in an attempt to shield the
Latch Segments and Release Sleeve from contamination and jamming
by drill cuttings and detritus. On at least two occasions fine
sand had packed off around the Segments of the MBR so that either
the Sleeve could not be shifted or, once shifted, the Segments
were effectively locked in place preventing separation of the Top
Connector and Disconnect. The gland for the additional O-ring
had to be provided with bypass grooves in order to prevent a per-
fect seal around the annulus occupied by the Segments. If all
four O-rings in the vicinity were allowed to seal completely, an
atmospheric chamber would be created which would tend to lock up
under the influence of high hydrostatic pressures encountered in
service. The combination of a partially bypassed final seal and
a heavy grease pack around all the moving parts succeeded in
excluding detritus effectively enough to lend a high degree of
reliability to the MBR mechanism even under adverse downhole con-
ditions.



B. Design-Hydraulic Bit Release (HBR)

Unlike the Mechanical Bit Release, which was an adaptation of an
oil industry tool with engineering development done by industrial
suppliers, the HBR was designed entirely by the DSDP Development
Engineering Department. Development of the HBR was based on the
desire to achieve three improvements over the MBR:

a) The MBR had experienced sporadic instances of premature
release when drilling debris and /or sand became wedged
between a core barrel and the Release Sleeve. When the
barrel was retrieved, the Sleeve was pulled up and
inadvertent release occurred. The HBR would have a
Liner attached to the Disconnect which physically
separated the Release Sleeve from core barrels. Only
hydraulic pressure diverted to the bottom of the Sleeve
through holes in the Liner would be able to shift the
Sleeve up .

b) A Go-devil with seals would be used to divert the rig
pump hydraulic pressure to the Release Sleeve. Since
it could be pumped down without requiring the sandline,
round trip time for the wireline shifting tool would be
eliminated, thus consuming less rig time for the bit
release operation.

c) In order for the Go-devil to align itself accurately in
the HBR Liner it was designed to land on the Support
Bearing where it packed off the flow to the bit. In
doing so, it acted as a piston which exerted a signifi-
cant downward thrust (up to 40,000 lbs at 2800 psi pump
pressure) on the Support Bearing, Core Bit and other
releasable components. This action was expected to
help "shoot" the bit off if it hung up slightly. In
addition, sudden release of the pressure required to
shift the Sleeve and release the bit would provide
positive indication of release at the rig floor.

The HBR, in its initial version, used many of the concepts and
components proven in the MBR design. Figure 3 shows the HBR as
it was used aboard the CHALLENGER from Leg 63 to Leg 82. Minor
modifications were made throughout that period but no consistent
improvement in reliability resulted. The major functional ele-
ments from the MBR were repeated in the HBR design: Top Connec-
tor, Bit Disconnect, Release Sleeve, and four block Latch Seg-
ments. A "C"-ring was again used to lock the Shifting Sleeve
prior to release actuation. An expendable tubular Liner was
added which was fixed to the Bit Disconnect and served to physi-
cally shield the inside of the Release Sleeve.

A Go-devil, carrying Chevron seals, was designed to be deployed
by pumping it down the drill pipe until it landed at the Support
Bearing. At that point the seals would seal off the Liner
diverting the drilling fluid (sea water) to ports in the Liner.
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Another set of seals, between the Liner and Release Sleeve, iso-
lated the upper and lower halves of the sleeve so that pressure
acting on the underside would ultimately lift the Sleeve allowing
the blocks to fall inward. The bit, Disconnect, Liner, and Go-
devil were then free to move down under the influence of the
pressure acting from above.

Shop tests to determine force requirements to overcome the lock-
ing effect of the "C"-ring on the MBR showed that an axially
applied force of 1450 to 1650 pounds was needed to "jump" the
"C"-ring. With the MBR this force was applied by pulling up on
the Shifting Tool with the sandline. The HBR used hydraulic
pressure applied to the bottom of the sealed Release Sleeve. The
annular working area between the inner and outer seals was calcu-
lated by:

(D.

Thus A = 2.58 sq.in.

where the outer
D = 4.621 in
diameter, D

seal diameter
and the inner
4.250 in.

seal

Therefore, the pressure required to jump the "C"-ring was 1450 to
1650 pounds divided by the 2.58 sq. in. working area yielding 560
to 640 psi .

Early lab tests on the prototype HBR demonstrated that the
mechanism did not function exactly as expected. Results were
inconsistent and failure to release took several forms: in some
cases the Sleeve would not shift even at pressures up to 1800
psi, in many cases the Sleeve would shift as expected but the
Latch Segments would not budge. In some tests release occurred
quite easily.

It became apparent that the downward force exerted hydraulically
on the Go-devil and transmitted via the Support Bearing to the
Disconnect and other releasable components resulted in a consid-
erable change in characteristics of the moving parts that had
previously been reliable in MBR service. Fig. 4 shows the prob-
lem. As pressure is built up to shift the Sleeve past the "C"-
ring at say, 600 psi, the Go-devil acts as a piston forcing down
on the Support Bearing. The Go-devil "piston" area is A Q = V.
(3.875) = 11.79 sq. in. the minimum downward force is then F1 =
600 (11.79) = 7075 lbs. The minimum load, F2 , on each of the
four Latch Segments is thus 7075/4 = 1769 lb (if the loads are
evenly distributed) and a reaction force, F3 , at the bottoms of
the windows in the Top Connector of an equal amount exist before
the Sleeve begins to move. The frictional forces, f, between the
Sleeve and Latch Segments then tends to resist movement of the
Sleeve and requires a greater pressure to overcome the combined
resistance of the Latch Segment friction and "C"-ring. The mag-
nitude of the frictional forces exerted on and by the Latch Seg-
ments depends on the normal force at those surfaces which, in
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turn, depends on the angles of the two working sides of the seg-
ments relative to the direction of application of the forces, F2
and F3.

To combat the problem, several combinations of angles were tested
for the surfaces of the Latch Segments until an optimum combina-
tion was selected as shown in Fig. 5 . (See Appendix for example
calculations). To avoid the simultaneous combined influence of
Latch Segment friction drag and "C"-ring resistance, a toggle
mechanism was added to the Release Sleeve design as shown in Fig.
6. This enabled the Sleeve to jump the "C"-ring before trying to
move out from under the Segments.

With these improvements, a series of lab tests were conducted
during which the mechanism was operated in a variety of condi-
tions simulating, to some degree, actual operating conditions.
After passing all tests, including pressuring up against a com-
pletely plugged bit and releasing after contamination with sand,
the HBR was sent to the CHALLENGER for sea trials.

Results of deployments at sea from Leg 63 to Leg 82 showed that
although the HBR had the potential to be a superior tool to the
MBR, its reliability was poor. Numerous failures, lost rig time,
and unintentional releases occurred during that period. In hopes
of improving reliability minor changes were continuously incor-
porated. Modifications were also made to simplify the system for
ease of assembly, ease of fabrication or reduction of fabrication
costs. The majority of these changes were made on the basis of
designer s judgement without exhaustive testing since ship's
operating time was not generally available for Engineering
Development testing and shore-based tests could not authentically
simulate true downhole conditions (i.e., sand ingress, impact and
fatigue loading, temperature and hydrostatic pressure).

Among the modifications made during this period were:

a) Changing seal types on the Go-devils.

b) Re-design of Latch Segments and mating surface on
Release Sleeves.

c) Closing Segment windows from outside access.

d) Altering stiffness (spring rate) of "C"-rings.

e) Revamping clearances between moving parts.

f) Incorporation of "trash" or wiper seals to reduce sand
contamination.

Recognition of the fact that the downward thrust on the Support
Bearing from the Go-devil was not necessarily desirable led to
the development of a Drag Block Go-devil. It was designed to
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lock into the Profile Sub just above the Top Connector where it
was properly aligned to divert the hydraulic pressure but would
not produce a downward force on the Bit Release mechanism. This
Go-devil was tested only once, at Site 516F on Leg 72. The
results were inconclusive since the Go-devil seals were
apparently stripped off during the trip to the bit and no seal
was achieved. The Drag Block Go-devil was never again tested but
had arguable technical merit in that it would have allowed the
mechanism to operate and release in an unloaded manner similar to
the MBR. A drawback which ultimately eliminated it from further
testing, was that after a successful release a wireline trip
would have been required to retrieve the Go-devil since it would
not exit with the bit and other releasable components.

In September 1981, a major status appraisal and redesign of the
HBR was undertaken with the aim of improving reliability. The
HBR design at that time is shown in Fig. 3. Operational his-
tories were studied and related to theoretical analyses with the
goal of investigating, and finding a solution for, every possible
way the HBR could be failing to function.

To apply some order to the analysis, possible failure modes for
the HBR were grouped into three categories, according to the
sequential events which take place when the tool operates nor-
mally.

Group 1 - Included dropping and sealing of the Go-devil
and shifting of the release Sleeve. Premature
releases were also included in this category.

Group 2 - Included problems associated with shifting of
the four Latch Segments.

Group 3 - Included separation of the Bit Disconnect, Liner,
and lower assembly components from the Top
Connector and Release Sleeve.

Results of the investigation and technical analysis are as fol-
lows :

Group 1_

Operational experience indicated that this phase of opera-
tion of the tool had adequate reliability. In the past the
integrity of the Go-devil seals had been a problem. Often
more than one Go-devil had been required to achieve bit
release. (It is possible that in some cases where multiple
Go-devils were used only the first was needed. Release
delay could have been falsely attributed to bad Go-devil
seals when actually other elements were momentarily prevent-
ing full release). Improved reliability of chevron seals on
the Go-devils was achieved by reducing the rate at which the
Go-devil is pumped down and adding metal V-spacers between
elastomeric seals. A later modification employed Lynes
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wedge-type seals which were more resistant to stripping and
thus more reliable. Go-devil failures were not considered
to be the cause of recurring failures and general low relia-
bility of the HBR.

In several cases of HBR failure the assembly had been
recovered with the Release Sleeve in the shifted position.
Operational experience did not reveal a single case where
the Release Sleeve had failed to shift when the Go-devil had
been able to achieve an adequate seal.

The four recorded premature releases up to that time had all
occurred when the HBR was used during or immediately after
heavy weather conditions. This phenomenon could be
explained by a combination of inertial and vibration forces
acting to jump the C-ring. One premature release occurred
while the drill string was being lowered in open water prior
to spudding Hole 555. The C-ring, originally designed with
a solid cross-section, had been weakened in several modifi-
cations by scalloping its O.D. to achieve a release thres-
hold pressure of about 450 psi. This apparently was low
enough to enable the premature releases to occur. All other
aspects of Group 1 operation of the HBR appeared highly
reliable.

Group 2

It was demonstrated by a free-body static force analysis
that Latch Segments as designed at that time were subject to
locking up be static friction. This could occur if the
coefficient of friction between the lower surfaces of the
Segments and the windows in the Top Connector exceeded 0.27.
This was a direct result of the 15 degree incline which the
Segments were required to slide across and was independent
of contact area or applied normal force. The coefficient of
static friction for unlubricated steel-on-steel can commonly
be as high as 0.7. Running friction is often about 0.4.
This suggested that a minor amount of contamination on one
or more Latch Segments would probably have impeded its move-
ment and prevented disengagement from the Bit Disconnect.

Group 3

No probable scenario for bit release failure after the Latch
Segments shifted was conceived. Several specific theoreti-
cal causes of failure in this category were analyzed but
none could be supported by operational experience. They
included:

a) Locking due to unbalanced hydrostatic pressure.

b) Frictional resistance of liner as it slid free,
inhibited by Go-devil induced bulging, misalign-
ment, unbalanced hydraulic pressures, or liner
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buckling.

c) Solidified grease.

d) O-ring breakout friction.

In order to empirically verify the above evaluation one of the
most recently modified HBR assemblies was set up for shop testing
as shown in Fig. 7. Tests were run in a variety of conditions to
isolate different parts of the release mechanism sequence. Ulti-
mately a repeatable failure mode was achieved involving the Latch
Segments which verified the static friction theory. All other
potential failure modes and suspect weaknesses were found to be
limited to isolated or special cases.

Redesign concentrated on devising Latch Segments which would
function smoothly in spite of the fact that the hydraulic load
caused a significant downward thrust on each Segment before
shifting could begin. Fig. 8 shows the situation. A single
Latch Segment is shown in a free-body diagram with the loads
which would occur after the Release Sleeve had shifted out from
underneath it. Four Segments are in the mechanism but only one
had to be stuck to prevent release. The Segment is shown turned
horizontally ("down" to the right) to match drawing conventions.

In a completely frictionless case, static equilibrium cannot be
achieved and the Segment will certainly move in the desired
direction. After about 1/4" of movement of each of the Latch
Segments the Disconnect is free to separate. The MBR Latch Seg-
ments functioned in a manner more or less simulating the fric-
tionless case because the resultant surface loads F and R were
quite small allowing lubrication to remain intact on the sliding
surfaces.

In the case of the HBR, however, significantly greater surface
loads on the Latch Segments brought friction very much into the
picture. In the free-body diagram it can be seen that even
without the support of the Release Sleeve under the Segment
static equilibrium (lock-up) can be achieved if the outward fric-
tional components, f1 and f2, are sufficient to balance the
inward components of F and R. The force balance analysis (which
appears in the Appendix) shows that the critical coefficient of
friction for either working surface, µ c is 0.42. Any coefficient
higher will result in a Segment locked firmly in place. This
effect was observed often in lab tests of the mechanism. Well-
lubricated steel on steel can exhibit a static coefficient of
friction as low as 0.1 while in the unlubricated case the coeffi-
cient is commonly 0.7 or higher. Lab tests showed that well
greased Segments shifted easily on the first attempt but failed
when a repeat was tried without regreasing. It is not difficult
to imagine that in actual use of the HBR downhole drilling condi-
tions would often destroy the lubricant required between Latch
Segments and mating surfaces until the coefficient of friction
exceeded µ c of 0.42.
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An additional effect of the Segment design can be extracted from
the free-body analysis. Resultant forces F and R can be seen to
act non-colinearly thus a couple is induced which would promote
rotation of the Segment as it tried to move in translation. Any
significant rotation would break the sliding surfaces away from
each other thus temporarily mitigating the frictional lock-up.
This would allow some sliding until the flat surfaces mated again
and the process would intermittently repeat leading to a somewhat
unreliable "squirming" action. This phenomenon was observed in
lab tests and also helps to explain why many operational deploy-
ments of the HBR achieved full release only after "working" the
bit by rotation, tagging bottom and generally banging the mechan-
i sm around .

To circumvent the problem of uncontrollable static friction, a
series of hinged or pivoting latch segments were analyzed and
tested. The first candidate appears in Fig. 9. This design was
not successful for two reasons. The counteracting frictional
forces on the pivot pin could be ignored but the frictional
force, f1, acting on the outer corner of the Segment had a long
moment arm while force, F, had a short moment arm relative to the
pivot point. This made it too easy for a small f to overpower a
large F and cause the Segment to rotate the wrong direction. A
second problem involved frictional resistance caused by the pinch
effect between the underside of the Segment and the moving por-
tion of the Release Sleeve.

An improved Latch Segment hinged on trunnion ears is shown in
Fig. 10. This design incorporated a roller at the contact point
between the Segment and the Release Sleeve to eliminate the prob-
lem of friction at" that surface. The free-body diagram and
analysis of the force balance (which appears in the Appendix)
shows that the geometry of the trunnion ear Segment offers the
optimum combination of maximizing forces and moments which tend
to make the Segment rotate in the proper direction while minimiz-
ing the counter-rotational moments caused by static friction.
The critical coefficient of friction on the outer edge required
to achieve static equilibrium (frictional lock-up) after the
Sleeve has shifted up is 1.46. Even the worst case of lubrica-
tion (or lack of) cannot induce such a high coefficient, so the
problem of frictional lock-up is eliminated.

Since the trunnion ears and Roller Axles were limited in diameter
by space restrictions, their worst case load carrying ability was
carefully analyzed. The Segments are not loaded by weight-on-bit
compression or by drilling torque. The highest loads encountered
by the Latch Segments is when maximum pump pressure is applied to
a completely plugged bit. In such a case a downhole thrust of
about 124,000 pounds forces the Release Mechanism apart and must
be held by four Segments. The shear strengths of the Latch Seg-
ments and Roller Axles were thus chosen to allow for this condi-
tion and a safety factor was included by designing the parts so
that only two of the four Latch Segments could carry the full
plugged bit load. Lab tests were successfully conducted to
verify the analyses.
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Shop tests of the HBR assembly employing the new trunnion/roller
Latch Segments (designated Mod IV) proved 100% successful even
under intentionally unlubricated conditions. Initial sea trials
resulted in one routinely successful release, one failure to
release, and two spontaneous releases during spud-in or coring.
The release failure was traced to severe sand contamination
brought on by the fact that the mechanism was inadvisedly oiled
rather than greased packed prior to deployment. (Experience has
proven that a full grease pack is the only means of sand and grit
exclusion. Any Latch Segment, hinged or otherwise, can be locked
in place with an aggressive sand contamination.) The spontaneous
releases were eventually traced to a problem where the rollers on
the Latch Segments were slipping down the ramp of the Release
Sleeve prior to actuation. This was apparently caused by a com-
bination of tolerance slop in the mating parts, vibrational
effects and slightly out-of-spec dimensions.

The potential for the Release Sleeve working its way up, despite
the "C"-ring, enough to allow the Latch Segment rollers to slip
over the edge was deemed real enough to warrant a final design
modification. A Hold Down Spring was added above the Release
Sleeve with a preload of 200 pounds to insure that the Sleeve
remained at the bottom of its cavity and fully under the Latch
Segments until shifted by a hydraulic pressure greater than 97
psi. On the one occasion, when the Mod. IV HBR with the Hold
Down Spring was used at sea, a routine release was successfully
accomplished. The MOD IV HBR assembly appears in Fig. 11.
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III. CURRENT SYSTEM DESCRIPTION & OPERATION

A Mechanical Bit Release (MBR)

1 Description - MBR

The most current modification of the MBR (Fig 2) incor-
porates only a few improvements over the original version
developed in 1976 by Tri-State Oil Tools. The assembly con-
sists of four major components: the Top Connector (OL-1115)
which remains attached to the drill string after release,
the Bit Disconnct (OL-1350) which is the primary releasable
component and crosses over to the core bit, four block-like
Segments (01-1105) which attach the Top Connector and
Disconnect, and the Latch Sleeve (OL-1120) which is shifted
to allow the Segments to full inward and effect release of
the bit. (The Latch Sleeve is often called the Release
Sleeve. Both designations will be found in descriptions and
figures both in this report and other DSDP documentation.)

A Sleeve Retainer (OL-1110) is threaded into the bottom of
the Bit Disconnect to complete the assembly, a "C"-ring
(OL-1125) is used to lock the Latch Sleeve into the lower
position before actuation of the mechanism is desired.
Several fasteners and 0-rings are required to complete the
parts list.

The releasable (expended) components include the Bit, Bit
Disconnect (including a Support Bearing, Float Valve and Bit
Seal Assembly), and the four Segments.

Shifting the Latch Sleeve downhole is done with a "Rotary"
Shifting Tool Assembly (OL-1400) which is run in on the
sandline attached to the bottom of a standard inner core
barrel assembly. The Shifting Tool consists of a Body (0L-
1405), a Landing Sub (OL-1409) and a pair of spring-loaded
Shifting Dogs (OL-1406) which engage the Latch Sleeve.

The MBR assembly is included in the bottomhole assembly
(BHA) in place of a Bit Crossover Sub whenever manual bit
releasing capability is desired. When a combination Bit
Sub Spacer (0G-0621) and Bit Sub (0L-1030) is replaced by a
Head Sub or Profile Sub plus an MBR assembly, the overall
change in spacing of that portion of the BHA is less than
one-half inch.
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2. Assembly Instructions-MBR

a) Install a C-ring (OL-1125) in the provided groove
in the Top Connector (0L—1115).

b) Grease and install one O-ring (#2-431) into the
upper gland on inside of the Top Connector.

c) Slide the Latch Sleeve (OL-1120) into the Top.Con-
nector and force it past the C-ring detent far
enough to uncover the windows for the segments.
Several types of Latch Sleeves have been used and
many may still be found in inventory. Earliest
models have a 4-3/4-inch V-thread at the bottom to
allow an installation tool to be screwed into the
Sleeve. Parts with Revision (dash) numbers 1
through 3 have no threaded section for installa-
tion and Revision (dash) numbers 4 and 5 have a
4"-8 NPT, 3/4 TPF thread. The pipe thread allows
use of any handy piece of 4" pipe as an installa-
tion aid .

d) Grease and install another O-ring (#2-431) into
lower gland on inside the Top Connector.

e) Install the Sleeve Retainer (OL-1110) into the
bottom of the Top Connector. Use Baker Lock com-
pound on the Retainer thread.

f) Grease and install two O-rings (#2-442) into the
glands around the windows on the inside of the Bit
Disconnect (OL-1350).

g) Insert Top Connector into Disconnect and hold
engaged until Segments can be fixed in place.

h) Insert a Segment (OL-1105) into each window cavity
and hold against the Disconnect by "pulling" with
a permanent magnet over each window from outside
the welded band. The void areas around each seg-
ment should be grease packed as thoroughly as pos-
sible.

i) While holding the Segments out, push or pull the
Latch Sleeve down under the Segments until it
locks into place in the fully down position with
the C-ring in the detent groove on the Sleeve.

j) Pump grease into the two threaded ports (1/8 NPT)
over the C-ring and plug the ports. Also plug the
three 3/8"-24 UNC threaded holes over the C-ring.
These are used for jacking the C-ring out of its
groove for disassembly.
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3 . De_c_k Testing - MBR

Deck testing the Mechanical Bit Release prior to deployment
has limited value. Thorough deck testing is recommended
when new personnel, all new equipment or doubt about correct
assembly is involved. Unfortunately, a nearly complete
reassembly and a complete regreasing is required following
any adequate deck test. Therefore, when a degree of confi-
dence exists in correct assembly especially when reusing
previously deployed hardware, deck testing is not considered
essential.

Before deployment downhole the Rotary Shifting Tool which
will be used should be checked for proper fit and engagement
in the Latch Sleeve. This is most readily accomplished dur-
ing the assembly procedure.

4 . Downhole Release Instructions-MBR

The tendency toward premature release of the MBR brought
about certain precautions concerning hole cleaning practices
when coring with the MBR in the bottornhole assembly. The
cases when the MBR has been unintentionally released were
thought to have been caused by sand and/or chunks of cut-
tings getting jammed between the Latch Sleeve and a core
barrel. The sand or cuttings were able to get into the
mechanism by backflowing from the outer barrel/hole annulus.
Meticulous attention to hole cleaning reduces the amount of
material in suspension in the annulus and reduces possibili-
ties of premature release of the MBR.

Before attempting a release the bit should be off bottom and
the hole adequately conditioned. A "Rotary" Shifting Tool
is made up to a blank core barrel and either pumped to the
bit or lowered on the sandline. Release is achieved by pul-
ling up on the sandline to shift the Latch Sleeve. The
sandline core reel weight indicator should show an increase
of roughly 1000-1500 lbs. if the Shifting Tool dogs have
engaged the profile in the Latch Sleeve. A sudden release
of this overpull indicates the Sleeve has shifted and the
Shifting tool has pulled free. Verification that the bit
has released is accomplished by lowering the Shifting Tool
again and observing if it is able to go past the line flag
at the previous location where the Tool landed on the Sup-
port Bearing.

When using the MBR, consideration should be given to means
of avoiding plugging the end of the Top Connector with mud,
clay or gumbo after releasing the bit. The MBR is espe-
cially susceptible to this problem and difficult to get
clean because of the open windows on the side of the Top
Connector above the plug. If possible, reaming the hole
should not be done with the MBR Top Connector and the end of
the pipe should be located in a part of the hole where
sticky mud and clay are not thought to exist.
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B. Hydraulic Bit Release (HBR)

1 . Description - HBR

The current version of the HBR (Fig. 11) is designated Mod.
IV and utilizes a 3.875 inch I.D., Liner. (Another version,
Mod. V with a 3.800 inch I.D. Liner was developed but has
since been obsoleted.) The Mod. IV HBR consists of four
major component sub-systems: the Top Connector (O'L-1224)
which remains attached to the drill string after release,
the Bit Disconnect (OL-1225) the primary releasable part
which connects to the core bit, the four Latch Segment
assemblies (OL-1226, 27f 28) which fix the Top Connector to
the Disconnect prior to release and the Release Sleeve
(OL1-1229) which moves to allow the Latch Segments to unlock
the mechanism and drop the bit and other releasable com-
ponents .

Other significant elements include the Liner (OL-1236) which
physically separates the Release Sleeve from coring tools
and instruments passing through the BHA, a Sleeve Retainer
(OL-1223) required for proper assembly , sealing and align-
ment, a "C"-ring (OL-1221) which locks the Release Sleeve in
the down position until the release sequence begins, and a
Hold Down Spring (0L-12M7) which maintains the Release
Sleeve in the down position before release in spite of slop
in mating parts or vibration which may tend to shift the
Sleeve prematurely. A set of fasteners and seals is
required to complete the assembly. A special HBR Go-devil
(OL-1274) with wedge-type seals is used to activate the
mechanism by diverting circulation and hydraulically shift-
ing the Release Sleeve. A Baker Float Valve, Support Bear-
ing and. Bit Seal Assembly are normally included in the Bit
Disconnect directly above the bit but are not components in
the HBR system. A Profile Sub (01-1201) or Head Sub (0L-
1010) with a 5-inch long pin connection must be included
above the Top Connector to mate properly with the Sleeve
Retainer. The releaseable (expended) components include the
Bit, Bit Disconnect, Bit Seal, Float Valve, Support Bearing,
Liner, and Go-devil.

2. Assembly Instructions - HBR

a) Piece together four Latch Segment Assemblies, each
with:

(1 ea) Latch Segment (OL-1226),
(1 ea) Roller Axle (OL-1227),
(1 ea) Roller (OL-1228),
(1 ea) 1/8" Roll Pin

Apply grease to lubricate Roller on Roller Axle.
During further assembly grease should be packed
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b)

c)

d)

g)

h)

i)

j)

liberally into the Latch Segment windows and
around the Liner to exclude sand from moving
parts .

Install a C-ring (OL-1221), in the provided groove
in the Top Connector (OL-1224).

Insert the four Latch Segment Assemblies into the
windows of the Top Connector so that the trunnion
ears of the Latch Segments are engaged into the
sockets in the sides of the windows.

Fit proper O-rings into grooves on Top
O-rings required:

Connector

e)

f)

(1
(1
(1

Fit one
Release

ea)
ea)
ea)

O-ri

#2-440,
#2-426,
#2-347

ng (#2-347)
Sleeve (OL-1229)

Force the Release Sleeve

into
»

int

I.D. groove on the

position from the
top of the Top Connector so that the C-ring snaps
into the first (lower) detent in the Release
Sleeve. The Latch Segments should now be locked
into the windows but free to swing.

Insert the Top Connector into the Bit Disconnect
(0L-1225) and hold fully engaged while forcing the
Release Sleeve down into the "locked" position so
that the C-ring snaps into the second (upper)
detent. The Latch Segments should now be locked
in the "swung-out" position holding the Disconnect
to the Top Connector.

Hold down the Release Sleeve with a rod or piece
of tubing while inserting the Liner Assembly (0L-
1236) from the bottom of the Disconnect. The
Liner is held in place finally by the Support
Bearing and Float Valve Assemblies.

Insert the Hold Down Spring (0L-1247) into the Top
Connector on top of the Release Sleeve.

Install four O-rings in the Sleeve
1223); O-rings required:

Retainer (0L-

(2
(1
(1

ea)
ea)
ea)

#2-432,
#2-347,
#2-426
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k) Install the Sleeve Retainer into the top of the
Top Connector into the annulus created by the top
of the Liner. The Sleeve Retainer should seat
firmly and be flush with the top of the Liner
1/16" after step m ) .

1) Place an O-ring #2-432 on top of the Sleeve
Retainer before mating a Profile Sub (OL-1201)
into the box thread on top of the Top Connector.
The Profile Sub presses down on the Sleeve
Retainer and partially compresses the Hold Down
Spring as it is screwed into the Top Connector.

m) Pump grease into threaded ports over C-ring and
plug the ports. These threaded ports are later
used to jack the C-ring out of its groove for
disassembly.

3 Deck Testing - HBR

Deck testing has proven to be a vital element in promoting
reliability when using the HBR. Several approaches to deck
testing have been used with various levels of difficulty in
accomplishing the test, contrasting with the effectiveness
of the test at proving proper assembly and operational
readiness.

The most thorough deck test involves complete assembly and
lubrication of the HBR, followed by installation to a dril-
ling joint and appropriate crossovers in the derrick. A
test release sequence can then be accomplished at the rig
floor by applying pressure with the rig pumps. The draw-
backs to this type of test are:

a) During the test release grease which had been
packed into cavities around the moving parts as a
sand exclusion medium is extruded out of place and
cannot be repacked when the mechanism is reset
unless disassembly is done. This would partially
negate the value of the deck test,

b) Testing on the rig floor takes up valuable rig
time,

c) Rig pump pressure gages at the driller!s console
are not highly accurate so actual release pressure
cannot be determined,

d) Pressuring up with the HBR attached to a drilling
joint or drill collar does not allow for proper
air bleeding so that trapped air at high pressure
can present a pneumatic hazard.
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Deck testing in the mudroom or other convenient assembly
location is an alternative to rig floor testing. Generally
a sprague pump or similar high pressure low volume, positive
displacement pump must be used to apply pressure for
release. This allows for accurate monitoring of pressure
and observation of the release action but often minor seal
leakage cannot be overcome with the very limited flow rates
available. Also, grease extrusion from critical locations
occurs when a full release is accomplished.

To eliminate the grease extrusion problem when deck testing
a two-part deck test in the mudroom can be done, The HBR is
assembled lightly lubricated, but not grease-packed, in an
arrangement as shown in Fig 12. A normal test release is
then done byapplying pressure to the pressure cap. This
demonstrates that all mechanical elements are correctly
fabricated and assembled. The mechanism is then disassem-
bled far enough to hand pack grease into the Latch Segment
and Release Sleeve cavities before being reassembled. For-
ward and reverse pressures are then applied with vents
closed (as described below) to check that no seals have been
dislodged or damaged by the test or disassembly procedures.

The selection of the type of deck test to be done depends on
how much of the HBR being used is new hardware, whether or
not rig time is readily available and what level of con-
fiedence operations and rig personnel have in seals and
assembly procedures.

The following is a detailed description of the mudroom type
deck test.

a) Set up the test apparatus as shown in Fig. 12. A
standard Go-devil is firmly seated in place. The
bottom pressure line goes to the 1/4 NPT threaded
outlet port in the bottom of the Go-devil.

b) The volume above the Go-devil is filled slowly
with water while air is vented off through the
upper vent valve.

c) Close both upper and lower vent valves and apply
hydraulic pressure through the upper line to 1000
psi. No flow should occur. This checks the
integrity of the hydraulic system and internal HBR
seals.

d)

e)

Vent the pressure from the upper line first then
close the upper vent valve and open the lower vent
valve.

Release
through
occur at

the Disconnect
the upper line.
500-600 psi. Do

by applying pressure
Release actuation should
not allow the Disconnect
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to separate from the Top Connector more than three
inches to avoid dislodging upper most O-ring #2-
347 (** Fig. 12) in Sleeve Retainer when reset-
ting.

f) Reset is done by first manually closing the
Disconnect back onto the Top Connector. Shuttle
the Release Sleeve back to its lower position by
applying hydraulic pressure to the tapped outlet
port in bottom of Go-devil while the vent on the
upper line is open. After reset is completed, the
assenmbly should hold pressure. Steady flow indi-
cates a damaged or dislodged O-ring.

After partial disassembly to apply grease packs to
the Latch Segment cavities, perform forward and
reverse leakage tests as follows to verify
integrity of all critical seals.

g) Forward Leakage Test

Repeat steps a ) , b ) , and c) above. No flow should
be observed. Be sure to release pressure by open-
ing upper vent valve first.

h) Reverse Leakage Test

Apply hydraulic pressure not exceeding 500 psi to
lower line. No flow should be observed. Doing
this step last assures that the Release Sleeve is
shifted completely to the lower, or locked, posi-
tion when the HBR is deployed.

4. Downhole Release Instructions - HBR

No special criteria exists for drilling or coring operations
when the HBR is in the bottomhole assembly. When release is
desired, the hole shold be conditioned as appropriate for
the logging or downhole operation to be carried out.

The Go-devil is then pumped to the bit and a rise in pres-
sure at the rig floor with flow dropping to zero indicates
that the Go-devil has properly seated. In the ideal case
pressure is slowly increased until a sudden release of pres-
sure from some point 600 psi or greater indicates that the
Bit has been disconnected. If the pressure exceedes 1500-
2000 psi and holds without evidence of release, successful
actuation can sometimes be achieved by alternate cycles of
tagging bottom, releasing pressure, rotating the drill
string and repressuring. When various combinations of these
have been attempted without apparent success, the Go-devil
should be retrieved and inspected. If no evident problem
can be identified, a second Go-devil should be pumped down
and the release sequence repeated.
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C. Compatibility with Coring Systems

The continued development of a variety of DSDP coring systems
ultimately led to cases where compatibility between certain cor-
ing systems and either the HBR or MBR became limited. The fol-
lowing chart defines those limits:

CORING SYSTEM IN USE

Standard Rotary Core

Variable Length
Hydraulic Piston Corer

Pressure Core Barrel

Advanced Hydraulic
Piston Corer

Extended Core Barrel
(XCB)

when used in combination
with VLHPC.

Extended Core Barrel
(XCB)

when used in combination
with APC.

BIT RELEASE COMPATIBILITY

Both MBR and HBR compatible without
modifications

Mechanical Bit Release

Compatible only if Collet Seal Sleeve
(OL-1006) is deployed after bit re-
leased (this technique now considered
obsolete), or Rotary Shifting Tool
modified to pass through 3.800 inch
diameter Seal/Latch Sleeve (OL-1014).

Hydraulic Bit Release

Compatible only if using Collet Seal
Sleeve (OL-1006). (Obsolete)

Both MBR and HBR compatible without
modifications.

Mechanical Bit Release

Compatible only if Rotary Shifting
Tool is modified to pass through
3.800" diameter Seal Bore Drill Collar
(OL-1044) and spaced to land on Landing/
Saver Sub (OG-0621). Not able to lower
Shifting Tool for release verification.

Hydraulic Bit Release

Not compatible unless special 3.800 inch
diameter Liner and matching Go-devil
used. (Obsolete) No support bearing
available to land Go-devil when APC used
in combination with XCB.

VLHPC restrictions apply. Collet Seal
Sleeve not compatible.

APC restrictions apply.
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D Through-the-Bit Deployment of Logging Tools

The advent of the combination Advanced Piston Corer (APO-
Extended Core Barrel (XCB) coring system has led to an opera-
tional technique whereby logging can be achieved without the
necessity of dropping the core bit. The minimum inside diameter
in the BHA for the XCB system, including the throat of the bit,
is 3.800 to 3.840 inches, thus a suite of logging tools with a
maximum diameter not exceeding 3-3/4 inches can be deployed
through the BHA and out the end of the pipe into open hole
without releasing the bit. Use of this techbnique is not univer-
sal since it requires deleting the Baker Float Valve from the
BHA. In certain upper sediments there is no particular disadvan-
tage to operating without the Float Valve but in over- pressured
formations or where chert, basalt rubble, large cuttings or sig-
nificant quantities of sand may be encountered the Float Valve
becomes more important.

Through-the-bit logging or instrument runs offer several signifi-
cant advantages over the more conventional technique involving a
bit release. First, there is no bit release mechanism in the BHA
thus no possibility of either a premature release or failure to
release on command. Secondly, no rig time is wasted on release
operations which can often be lengthy. Third, the bit remains on
the string for further coring which opens the door to a whole new
approach to intermediate (rather than end-of-hole) logging. The
hole is not junked by the released components. The bit is also
available for wiper runs, breaking through bridges or drilling
out fill prior to or during the logging operation. Also, if,
following logging, a repeat hole is desired for spot coring hia-
tuses or heavily sampled intervals the operation can begin
immediately without a pipe trip for a new bit.

Through-the-bit logging was successfully accomplished on Legs 95
& 96 with complete success. The Schlumberger logging tools used
were all checked to assure that they could pass through a 3-3/4"
ring gage and the only minor modifications required were to the
bow spring centralizers on the Caliper Tool.
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IV OPERATIONAL SYNOPSIS

The Mechanical Bit Release (MBR) was first used in June 1976 on
Leg 48 and deployed as needed through the remainder of the Pro-
ject until Leg 96. The Hydraulic Bit Release (HBR) was intro-
duced to the CHALLENGER during Leg 63 in October 1978. It was
used, redesigned and deployed again over the remainder of the
Project until its final deployment in its Mod. IV version on Leg
89 in November 1982.

A detailed account of all operational deployments of both types
of bit release is included later in this section. Deployments in
which a bit release was included in the BHA but no release was
attempted do not appear in the listing.

The following table capsulizes the results
experience in the history of DSDP.

of all bit release

TABLE I

DSDP BIT RELEASE DEPLOYMENT SUMMARY

Attempted Releases

Routine Releases, Number
Percentage

Released With Difficulty, Number
Percentage

Total Successful Releases
Percentage of Attempts

Failed to Release (or released
while pulling out after hole
lost), Number
Percentage

Premature Releases

Mechanical
Bit Release

(MBR)

43

36
84%
2
4.5%
38
88%

5
11.5%

4

Hydraulic
Bit Release

(HBR)

38

38
34%
13
34%
26
68%

12
32%

6
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A first glance at the table would apparently indicate that the
MBR is distinctly more reliable than the HBR. Both have been
deployed enough times to have been given a fair test. The MBR
has enjoyed a superior track record in total percentage of suc-
cessful releases, percentage of trouble-free releases and a lower
fraction of unsuccessful releases. Premature releases must be
rated as a percentage of occurrences vs the number of times the
device was included in any BHA. The number of instances of
premature releases is documented but the actual number of times
each bit release was deployed down hole is not known. It is rea-
sonable to guess that the MBR and HBR have both been deployed
about the same number of times. Thus, the HBR appears to have
displayed about a 50% greater tendency toward premature release
than the MBR. These statistics do not reveal the whole story, of
course, and should not be taken out of context.

The MBR may well have exhibited a great many more premature
releases had not its troublesome tendencies been recognized and
accounted for. After the four instances of premature release
occurred in the first six legs on which the MBR was used the tool
was never again deployed in the kind of rubble or sand prone for-
mations which were thought to pose the greatest danger. In many
such cases, following Leg 63, the HBR was used instead without
premature releases.

On the other hand, two of the six recorded cases of premature
release by the HBR were caused by a design and fabrication over-
sight in the first deployment of the Mod. IV version. The cause
was found and easily corrected. The HBR must, therefore, still
be considered significantly less susceptible to premature release
than the MBR. Premature release is the most serious failure mode
for any bit release since it results in a lost hole and lost time
spent in repeat drilling. Failure to release is less damaging
since only logging is lost and a re-entry hole would not be lost
at all.

The HBR has an additional advantage over the MBR from an opera-
tional standpoint. After the bit is released, the terminating
component on the BHA is the Top Connector. When the MBR is
actuated the Top Connector is left with four large holes on the
sides formerly occupied by the Latch Segments. These holes allow
circulation to escape out the sides causing minor washouts and
making the MBR susceptible to being plugged off by mud and clay.
When the lower end of the Top Connector becomes plugged, the log-
ging tools often cannot be made to exit the pipe and the plug
cannot be cleared by pumping. Logging plans have been curtailed
on numerous occasions over DSDP history because of plugged MBR
Top Connectors.

The problem is much less pronounced when using the HBR because
the Latch Segment windows are not left open after the bit is
released. When mud or clay plugs occur with the HBR, cleaning
out by vigorous circulation normally is successful.
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TABLE II

DEEP SEA DRILLING PROJECT
BIT RELEASE OPERATIONAL HISTORY

DATE LEG HOLE TYPE RESULTS

6/76
6/76
6/76
7/76
7/76
9/76
11/76

11/76
12/76

3/77

10/77
10/77
11/77

11/77

3/78
4/78
4/78
5/78
5/78
6/78
10/78
10/78

10/78

11/78
11/78
11/78
12/78

48
48
48
48
48
50
50

50
51A

52

57
57
57

57

60
60
60
60
60
61
63
63

63

63
63
63
64

401
402
403
405
406
415
416A

416A
417A

417D

438A
439
440B

441A

453
454A
456A
459B
460
462
467
468B

469

470A
471
473
474A

MBR
MBR
MBR
MBR
MBR
MBR
MBR

MBR
MBR

MBR

MBR
MBR
MBR

MBR

MBR
MBR
MBR
MBR
MBR
MBR
MBR
HBR

HBR

MBR
HBR
MBR
HBR

1.2/78 64 476 HBR

12/78
12/78
12/78
1/79

64
64
64
64

477A
478
479
481A

MBR
MBR
MBR
MBR

Logging completed anyway.

Routine release.
Routine release.
Routine release.
Routine release.
Premature release
Routine release.
Release okay but Top Connector jammed with

cuttings & rock. No logging.
Twelth re-entry. Routine release.
Unintentional release while pulling pipe after

thruster failure.
Routine release in re-entry hole. Geophone

experiment run.
Routine release.
Routine release.
Premature release probably while pulling on

wedged core barrel.
Release successful after knocking off with

weighted junk barrel.
Routine release.
Routine release.
Routine release. Pipe later stuck & severed.
Routine release.
Spontaneous release. Cause unknown.
Routine release.
Routine release.
Successful release after aborted attempt to
retrieve Go-devil.

Failed to release. Caused by excessively tight
fit between Top Connector & Disconnect.

Routine release.
Routine release.
Routine release.
Successful release after multiple pressure-up

and tag bottom cycles. Second Go-devil
never landed.

Failed to release. Mechanism jammed with sand
and cuttings.

Routine release.
Routine release.
Routine release.
Routine release.
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TABLE II

DEEP SEA DRILLING PROJECT
BIT RELEASE OPERATIONAL HISTORY

(Continued)

DATE LEG HOLE TYPE RESULTS

1/79

6/79

6/79
7/79

10/79
10/79
12/79

12/79

1/80

3/80
3/80

4/80
5/80

65

67

67
68

69
69
70

70

71

72
72

73
73

482B MBR

2/79
2/79
3/79
4/79

4/79

4/79

4/79

4/79

4/79

5/79
5/79
6/79
6/79

65
65
65
66

66

66

66

66

66

67
67
67
67

482C
483
485A
489A

490

491

492

493

492B

494A
495
497
498A

MBR
MBR
HBR
MBR

HBR

MBR

HBR

HBR

MBR

HBR
HBR
HBR
MBR

499C

499D
501

505B
504A
504B

504B

511

516D
516F

520
524A

HBR

MBR
HBR

HBR
HBR
HBR

HBR

HBR

HBR
HBR

HBR
HBR

Probable

Probable

Release attempted. Crossover between overshot
and sinker bars parted. Pipe stuck and
ultimately severed.

Routine release.
Routine release.
Successful release with second Go-devil.
Failure to release. Barrel with shifting tool

stuck. Sandline parted.
Failed to release. Two Go-devils used.
Mechanism probably jammed with sand.

Failed to release after three attempts.
Sandline parted.

Failed to release. Mechanism probably jammed
with sand.

Failed to release with two Go-devils.
sand jam.

Failed to release after three attempts
sand jam.

Routine release.
Routine release.
Routine release.
Failed to release on two attempts
hampered by line tar build-up.
eventually parted.

Failed to release. Chevron seals stripped off
Go-devil.

Routine release.
Successful release after tagging bottom and

repressuring.
Routine release.
Routine release on second pressure-up.
Release attempted out of re-entry hole.

Two Go-devils used. No apparent release.
Pipe pulled. Bit released during pipe trip.

Successful release out of re-entry hole after
two pressure-ups and vigorous rotation of the
pipe.

Unintentional release during or after through-
the-pipe logging and heavy seas.

Premature release after 90 m coring. Cause unknown.
Successful release using old Go-devil after repeat
pressure-up and tagging bottom. New Drag Block
Go-devil failed when seals stripped off.

Routine release after tagging bottom.
Routine release after tagging bottom.

Second attempt
Sandline
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TABLE II

DEEP SEA DRILLING PROJECT
BIT RELEASE OPERATIONAL HISTORY

(Continued)

DATE LEG HOLE TYPE RESULTS

6/80

7/80

7/80
8/80

0/80

1/81

2/81
3/81
3/81
6/81
6/81

74

74

74
75

76

77

78A
78A
78B
80
80

525A

527

528
530A

533A

540

541
543A
385A
548A
549

HBR

HBR

HBR
HBR

HBR

HBR

HBR
MBR
MBR
HBR
HBR

7/81

8/81

80

81

550B

553A

HBR

HBR

8/81
9/81
9/81
10/81

10/81
10/81
1/82
2/82
2/82
2/82
6/82
6/82

7/82
7/82
8/82
9/82
11/82
3/83
9/83
10/83

81
81
82
82

82
82
84
84
84
84
86
87

87
87
87
88
89
92
95
96

555
555
556
558

563
564
566C
56 7A
568
570
581
582

582B
583F
584A
581C
586C
597B
603F
620

HBR
MBR
HBR
HBR

HBR
HBR
MBR
MBR
MBR
MBR
HBR
HBR

HBR
HBR
MBR
MBR
HBR
MBR
MBR
MBR

Failed to release. One Go-devil stripped off
down-looking seals, second stuck in bit.

Successful release after multiple pressure-up
and bottom tag cycles.

Routine release.
Successful release on third pressure-up and
bottom tag sequence.

Unintentional release beneath keel after Go-devil
stuck at bit.

Failed to release. Sleeve shifted, Go-devil
jammed, Latch Segments packed with sand.

Successful release after 20 minutes of working pipe
Routine release.
Routine release.
Successful release after some working of pipe.
Successful release after working pipe then

attempted retrieval of Go-devil.
Successful release after two Go-devils failed,
additional core cut, then third Go-devil used.

Spontaneous release during or after instrumented
drill string (IDSS) run.

Premature release during pipe trip in.
Routine release.
Routine release after tagging bottom.
Successful release after two Go-devils and

six hours consumed.
Spontaneous release while working stuck pipe.
Routine release after tagging bottom.
Routine release.
Routine release.
Routine release.
Routine release.
Routine release (Mod. IV version).
Spontaneous release while running in or spudding

(Mod. IV).
Failed to release. Packed with sand (Mod. IV),
Spontaneous release during coring (Mod. IV).
Routine release.
Routine release.
Routine release. (Mod. IV with Hold Down Spring)
Routine release.
Routine release.
Routine release.
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ROTARY OIL TOOL COMPANY
DEEP SEA DRILLING BIT DISCONNECT

SIZE 8-1/4

PARTS LIST

QUANTITY
I T E : M D E S C R I P T I O N

1 Top Connector 1

2 Button Head Cap Screw - 3

3 Latch Sleeve 1

4 O-Ring 2

5 C-Ring 1

6 Grease Fitting 2

7 Segments 4

8 O-Ring 1

9 Sleeve Retainer 1

10 Torque Slipper 2

11 Bit Disconnect (complete with Item 10 1

welded in place)

12 Socket Head Cap Screw (1960 Series) 4

13 Internal Tooth Lock Washer 4

14 Compression Spring (stainless steel) 4

15 Cam Latch 4

16 Pin-Camlatch 4

17 Spear 1

FIG. 1A

PARTS LIST FOR PROTOTYPE MBR
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DEEP SEA DRILLING BIT DISCONNECT
SIZE 8%

SPECIAL 3 1/4~5 TPI
STUB ACME 3/8 TPI NC 61 - 82

O.D. MAX
SPEAR

SPECIAL 7 7/8-4 TPI
60 STUB V 3/4 TPF

DISCONNECT

FIG. 1
PROTOTYPE MECHANICAL BIT RELASE (MBR). PRODUCED IN

1970 BY ROTARY OIL TOOL COMPANY.
- 3 1 -



AFTER DISCONNECT
DRILL STRING
IS RAISED TO
NEAR TOP OF
INDUARTED SECTION
FOR LOGGING

THIS EQUIPMENT
LEFT ON BOTTOM

BIT DISCONNECT

SHIFTING TOOL
ATTACHED TO
INNER CORE BARREL
AND RUN IN ON SAND LINE

SHIFTING DOGS

TOP CONNECTOR

tr RING

LATCH SEGMENTS

HEX DRIVE SECTION

CORE BARREL
LOWER SUPPORT
BEARING

Me— CORE BARREL
FLOAT VALVE

INNER BARREL/BIT SEAL

CORE BIT

FIG. 2
IMPROVED MBR. INTRODUCED IN 1976 FOR USE ON LEG 50.
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\

TOP CONNECTOR

CHEVRON SEALS
"TRASH"SEAL
-LINER

•GO-DEVIL
SHIFTING
SLEEVE

"C-RING
TOGGLE
LATCH SEGMENTS

HEX DRIVE SECTION

BIT DISCONNECT

SUPPORT
BEARING

BAKER
FLOAT
VALVE

CORE
BIT

FIG. 3
HYDRAULIC BIT RELEASE (HBR) AS USED FROM LEG 63 TO LEG 82.
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'C-RING
BIT DISCONNECT

I

// // // // // // // // //

FIG. 4
EARLY MODEL HBR WITH ASYMMETRICAL LATCH SEGMENTS

SHOWING ACTUATION FORCES AND FRICTION SURFACES.



BIT DISCONNECT

TOP CONNECTOR

WINDOW

3 LATCH
SEGMENT

FIG. 5
HBR WORKING PARTS SHOWING ONE OF SEVERAL EARLY

MODIFIED VERSIONS OF LATCH SEGMENTS.



BIT DISCONNECT

i

TOP CONNECTOR-

LATCH
SEGMENT

/7 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 7y 77 77 77
77* 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 V

RELEASE SLEEVE

TOGGLE

FIG. 6
HBR WORKING PARTS SHOWING LATER MODIFICATIONS INCLUDING

MODIFIED LATCH SEGMENTS AND "TOGGLED" RELEASE SLEEVE.



VENT —

GO-DEVIL

FIG. 7
SHOP SET-UP FOR TESTING HBR.
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DOWNHOLE
DESIRED

DIRECTION OF
MOVEMENT

f2

FIG. 8
HBR LATCH SEGMENT FREE-BODY DIAGRAM.
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LOCKED POSITION

RELEASE ACTION

FIG. 9
PIVOTING LATCH SEGMENT TESTED ON HBR. NOT SUCCESSFUL.
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HINGED^
LATCH SEGMENT

TOP //
CONNECTOR

/, TOP CONNECTOR

i
-P- LOCKED POSITION

i

ROLLER

i

TRUNNION EARS

(HINGED IN GROOVES
CUT IN TOP CONNECTOR)

RELEASED POSITION

FIG. 10
TRUNNION-ROLLER LATCH SEGMENT INCORPORATED IN MOD. IV HBR.



(SHIFTED)

\

FIG. 11
MOD. IV HBR ASSEMBLY.
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PROFILESUB

TOP CONNECTOR

WEDGE-TYPE SEAL

LINER

-GO-DEVIL

HOLD-DOWN SPRING

"C"-RING

RELEASE SLEEVE

NON-SEALING O-RING FOR
EXCLUSION OF CUTTINGS
HINGED LATCH SEGMENTS

WITH ROLLERS
(LOCKED)

BIT DISCONNECT

SUPPORT BEARING

BAKER FLOAT VALVE

BIT



VENT

SHOP

PROFILE OR
HEAD SUB

<g>—xß<tm

FIG. 12
DECK TEST SET-UP MOD. IV HBR.
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APPENDIX A

MECHANICAL BIT RELEASE/HYDRAULIC BIT RELEASE REPORT
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HYDRAULIC BIT RELEASE

LATCH SEGMENT ANALYSIS

SUMMARY

UPPER (θ)/

LOWER (y)

ANGLE ON

SEGJ>OT

(DEGREES)

30°/30°

3O°/1S°

15°/15°

30°/0°

. ACTION

TAKEN/RECOMMENDED

*

ORIGINAL DOG DESIGN

PRESENT STATE OF FABRICATION

REJECTED ALTERNATIVE

RECOMMENDED DESIGN MODIFICATION

REACTION FORCE

β "B" DUE TO
SUMMATION OF
FORCES ABOUT
POINT "A

11

2544 LBS

1778 LBS

2065 LBS

932 LBS

F
3
 REACTION

FORCE NORMAL

TO SLEEVE

6296 LBS

4609 LBS

3260 LBS

3148 LBS

% REDUCTION
IN FORCE
β "B" FROM
ORIGINAL

NA

30%

19%

63%

NOTE: SUMMARY OF FORCES ARE FOR INDIVIDUAL SEGMENT ONLY

FOUR-(4) SEGMENTS ARE UTILIZED IN EACH ASSEMBLY
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APPENDIX B

CURRENT MECHANICAL BIT RELEASE DRAWINGS
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APPENDIX C

CURRENT HYDRAULIC BIT RELEASE (MOD. IV)
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CORNERS 1/64 x 45°

or 1/64 R

FINISH \ ^

SURFACE TREATMENT

HEAT TREATMENT

\

'M.C

-

^L. \ZZ(a

CONCENTRICITY ALL DIAMETERS: TIR.003

DEEP SEA DRILLING PROJECT
SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAPHY

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA. SAN OIEGO
LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 92093

TITLE
ROLLED /\X LS.

MATERIAL j
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SCALE

\\ 1
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A

DATE BY
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NO.

1

REVISIONS
DESCRIPTION DATE

2 25 8Z
BY CH. APR.

CONCENTRICITY ALL DIAMETERS*. TIR.003
TOLERANCES
UNLESS NOTED

FRACTIONS 1 1/64
DECIMALS ±005

ANGLES 1 1/2°
CORNERS 1/64x45°

or 1/64 R

FINISH

SURFACE TREATMENT

HEAT TREATMENT

DEEP SEA DRILLING PROJECT
SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAPHY

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO
LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 92093
TITLE

EL
ATERIAL

SCALE

\ : \

REQ D/ASS Y

4
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PART NO.

CHECKED APPROVED

DWG. NO. I REV.)
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DESCRIPTION

1.050/1.04o WA , I .ZOS/U Vb,.410/400

3.41/3.46. >.
(*& -»3Ct', Via

i410/400
.TO /. 0.1
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— β
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NOTE.'.

"L.

.003
TOLERANCES
UNLESS MOT tO

FftACIK>M* 2 I/M
OCC>MALt t Of*

AMGLE1 t 1/2*
CORNERS I/M • 46'

at I/Mi)

DEEP SEA DRILLING PROJECT

SCHU>rS INSTITUTION OF OCfANOGRAPHV
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA. SAN OIEGO

LA JOLLA. CALIFORNIA
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REVISIONS

NO. DESCRIPTION DATE BY CH. AP

Seal specifications for the Hydraulic Bit Release Top Connector - MOD IV. All
O-rings to be 70-Durometer Buna-N Rubber. Seals are to be packaged in sets in
a waterproof bag - MIL-B-117E. Type 2, Class C - Style 1.

The following labeling information shall be reproduced on the face of the bag:

SEAL KIT - HYDRAULIC BIT RELEASE - MOD IV

Qty

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

4

ea

ea

ea

ea

ea

ea

ea

ea

ea

Parker
No.

2-440

2-347

2-347

2-347

2-426

2-426

2-432

2-432

3 ea

Purpose f

Trash Seal between 0L1224 & 0L1225. (O-Ring)

Pressure seal between 0L1224 & OL1233. (O-Ring)

Pressure seal between OL1229 & 011233. (O-Ring)

Pressure Seal between OL1223 & 0L1233. (O-Ring)

Pressure seal between 0L1224 & OL1229. (O-Ring)

Pressure seal between OL1223 & OL1229. (O-Ring)

Pressure seal between OL1224 & OL1223. (O-Ring)

Trash seal at top of OL1223. (O-Ring)

Expansion Pin, 1/8" dia by 1" long in stainless steel
McMaster-Carp. 92383A309

3/8-24 x 5/16 long socket head cap screws
in heat treated stainless steel.

DO NOT SCALE CONCENTRICITY ALL DIAMETERS*. TIR.003

TOLERANCES
UNLESS NOTED

FRACTIONS t 1/64
DECIMALS ±.005

ANGLES t 1/2°
CORNERS 1/64 x 45°

or 1/64 R

FINISH

DEEP SEA DRILLING PROJECT
SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAPHY

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN OIEGO
LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA

TITLE
O - RAV4& V SLKL. <bPEC.

92093

SURFACE TREATMENT

Q
MATERIAL DATE

4 VA-&2.
BY CHECKED APPROVED

t5M
HEAT TREATMENT

e
SCALE REQ D/ASS#Y PART NO.

OL
DWG. NO. (REV.)
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REVISIONS

DESCRIPTION

KC>OtO "\VW.t>Sit£i

DATE BY CH. APR

4.250
4.246

I
oo

A CA
4.6 \

.002,
TOLERANCES

UNLESS NOTED

fRACT<ON* t fit*

CMECIHΛU t oot

ANGLES t 1/1*

COβNCMS I/M a 46*

or H M D

fINUN C ^

HEAT TREATMENT

3O-54 Rc

DEEP SEA DRILLING PROJECT
SCHim INSTITUTK>M OF QCE ANOGHA HV

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA. SAN DIEGO

LA JOLLA. CALIFORNIA

TITLE

MATERIAL
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NO. DESCRIPTION DATE | BY I CH. I APR

DO NOT SCALE
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CONCENTRICITY ALL DIAMETERS' TIR .003

TOLERANCES
UNLESS NOTED

FRACTIONS 1 1/64
DECIMALS 1.005

ANGLES i 1/2*
CORNERS 1/64 « 45°

Of 1/64 R

SURFACE TREATMENT

HEAT TREATMENT

DEEP SEA DRILLING PROJECT
SCRIPPS INSTITUTION Of OCEANOGRAPHY

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA. SAN DIEGO
LA JOLLA. CALIFORNIA 92093
TITLE

SCALE
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DATE
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REVISIONS
NO. DESCRIPTION DATE BY CH. APR

MRL',
VVVLO

QD-^OOUROMEIER

OK DO NOT SCALE CONCENTRICITY ALL DIAMETERS*. TIR.003
TOLERANCES
UNLESS NOTED

FRACTIONS i 1/64
DECIMALS ±.005

ANGLES t 1/2°
CORNERS 1/64 x 45°

or 1/64 R

FINISH

SURFACE TREATMENT

HEAT TREATMENT

0

DEEP SEA DRILLING PROJECT
SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAPHY

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA. SAN DIEGO
LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 92093
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APPENDIX D

PAST MECHANICAL BIT RELEASE/HYDRAULIC BIT RELEASE
AND RELATED DRAWINGS
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DO NOT SCALE
DO NOT SCALE

MO.
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16
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21
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28
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DRWG. NO.

D• O U C A O

C-CX.l2.lO

C-OLU4O

D-OL\tOS

D OUcAS

B-OH 2.21

C-Ou2^>2

C-0U2.3O

C-0Ll2it

B θLi2li»

C-0Ll2foO

D-OH2TI

B-OLΠOO

D-0LV1S0

censor

O K

PART NO.

OL-\CXO

2-3'l7

OL-\2 ID

2-432

OL-124Q

2-42b

OUZOS

0L- !2lV

2-347

3/8-24-3/8

3/8-24 x I

OL-1Z21

OL- A2S2

OL-lE J O

OL- I Z l l

2-4•42

2-426

OL-«2lfc

2-347

CL- iZi>C

CL-ΠOD
DL-fSSO

OL- 150S

1'ARTS LIST

DESCRIPTION

PARKER 3/16 O-KING

SLEEVE RETAINER

PARKER 1 / 1 ' O-RING .

LINER

PARKER 1/4" O-RING

TOP CONNECTOR

RELEASE SLEEVE

BARKER 3/16" O-RING

SUCKET HEAD LAP-RAKES LOt IN P I . A 1

1/2 SOCKH HtAD SCREW <C- iING REMOVAL)

C-RING

SPLIT R>TAINER RING A.t> i V

LATCH SEG1ENTS

LATCH JEGflENT SUPPORT

PARKER yk O-RING

PARKER V u " O-RING

PARKER 5/16" O-RING

BEARING SPACER

GO DEVIL ASSEMBLY

LOWER SUPFORT BEARING

BIT DISCONNECT

FLOAT VALVE

BIT

1/8' P l P t ^ . \ J G - BAKER

LOC IN PLACE A.FTC.R C V £ A & \ V G
c

5-40 x 3/4" LONG SOCKET HùU!

CAP SCREW

5-40 FLEJ LOCK H>J]

REfl•D.
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NOTE:
BREAK ALL SHARP EDGES
RADIUS ALL INSIDE CORNERS

TOLERANCES
UNLESS NOTED

FRACTIONS 11/64
DECIMALS ± .005

ANGLES t 1/2°
CORNERS 1/64x45"

or 1/64 R
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DESCRIPTION DATE BY CH APR

TOLERANCES
UNLESS NOTED

f H*CItO*lS 1 I /M
OCCUULS t .006

ANGLES t 1/3*
COANEftS t /M « '

s> I /MR

ftMtSM C ^

HI<TTftiiTMEHT

DEEP SEA D R I L L I N G PROJECT
scntm IMSTITUTION Of OCEANOGRAPHV

UMIVERSITY Of CALIFORNIA. SAN DIEGO
LA JOLLA. CALIFORNIA

TITLi

DATE CHECKED ATTKOVEO

C-QL\23Q-
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^ UNW. OF C/KLAF

1 rounds I OESP^Dmu.\HG?^JiCT
UNLESS MOT ED " "«-«• PVJ\_V- ***"**" "^*J// 'V *"'"*"" * ^ ^

FRACTIONS t I/M .»« CfcC ^ ' I T ffö*' "+ «"»»"
DECIMAL! t .006 " "

SS^L‰ L ^ C H ^ecb^euT SUPPORT - H&S.
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REVISIONS
DESCRIPTION j DATE 1 BY I CH 1 APR

42.5O
42-46

o
o
i

TOLCRANCES

UNLESS NOTfO

roACTiOMS i IJ«4

OtCIMAtl t βOβ

AMOLtS 1 ««•

COHMtM !/«.«'

• I/MR

SUf<fACt TflfATUtNT
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DEEP SEA DRILLING PROJECT
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(I) CHEVRON PACKING
3.875 O.D.X. 3.375 I.D. x .25 C/S
MATERIAL: MOLYTHANE
2 REQUIRED/SET - 3 SETS REQUIRED/GO-DEVIL

TOTAL REQUIRED: 6

(2) MALE ADAPTER FOR (1) ABOVE
MATERIAL: HARD RUBBER
2 REQUIRED/SET - 3 SETS REQUIRED/GO-DEVIL

TOTAL REQUIRED: 6

- ' . ' ' ' • • . • •

(3) FEMALE ADAPTER FOR (1) ABOVE
MATERIAL: HARD RUBBER
2 REQUIRED/SET - 3 SETS REQUIREO/GO-OEVIL

TOTAL REQUIRED: 2

MANUFACTURER - PARKER SEAL OR SEARLE

VENDOR: ABSCOA

• •

01

NO,

MOLYTHANE WAS FABRIC

DESCRIPTION

10/24

DATE BY

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
DEEP SEA DRILLING PROJECT

DATE: Sj/Xh<ç

DRAWN BY pQT,

REVISED

"V" PACKING - GO-DEVIL - H.B.R.

PART NO. OU2.°lQ-i
DRAWiNα NUMBER

AcO\-A2Rθ~ \
PHIKTIO OM KO. IOOOHOZAWCIKT



SPECIFICATIONS FOR O-RINGS AND BACK-UP RINGS FOR THE HYDRAULIC BIT DISCONNECT.
SEE DRAWING R - O U 2 O Q ALL O-RINGS TO BE 70 DUROMETER BUNA-N RUB8ER
ALL BACK-UP RINGS TO BE 90 DUROMETER BUNA-N RUBBER.

O-RINGS ARE TO BE PACKAGED IN SETS IN A WATERPROOF BAG WITH SUFFICIENT O-RINGS
AND BACK-UP RINGS TO REDRESS ONE ENTIRE ASSEMBLY (DOES NOT INCLUDE GO-DEVIL).

KIT NO. ONE

LABELED: "COMPLETE O-RING SET FOR HYDRAULIC BIT DISCONNECT"

CONSISTS OF THE BELOW LISTED SEALS AND KIT NO. 2 AND KIT NO. 3.

ITEM NO.
REF. DRUG.
R - Q U 2 O O

17

9

4

PARKER

2 ea 17 2-442

1 ea 9 2-347

1 ea 4 2-432

KIT NO. TWO

LABELED: "SLEEVE RETAINER"

INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING SEALS:

QUANITY ITEM NO. PARKER
RET. DRUG. No.

1 ea

2 ea

2-347

2-432

1

1

KIT

ea

ea

NO. THREE

6

12

2-426

D-4250

LABELED: "LINER SUPPORT"

INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING SEALS:

1 ea

1 ea

1 ea

ITEM NO.
REP. ORWG.

18

29

21

PARKER

2-426

2-431

2-347

NO.

PURPOSE

TRASH SEAL FOR ITEM #25

PRESSURE SEAL BETWEEN ITEM #8 ANO ITEM #5

TRASH SFAI AT THF TOP OF ITEM #3

PURPOSE

PRESSURE SEAL BETWEEN ITEM #3 AND ITEM #5

PRESSURE SEAL BETWEEN ITEM #7 AND ITEM #3

PRESSURE SEAL BETWEEN ITEM #3 ANO ITEM #8

WIPER RINGS BETWEEN ITEM #3 AND ITEM #5.

PURPOSE

PRESSURE SEAL BETWEEN ITEM #19 AND ITEM #8

PRESSURE SEAL BETWEEN ITEM #7 AND ITEM #19

PRESSURE SEAL BETWEEN ITEM #19 AND ITEM #5

DELETE BACK-UP RINGS, ADD TRASH SEAL ITEM #4

AüD TRASH SEAL ITEH #12

DESCRIPTION

0
P

I
I

ui

ó

DATE BY

(NJ

6
O

z
H
h

CH. APR

REVISIONS

- 1 0 9 -
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DESCRIPTION DATE BY CH. AW.
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NO

16
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iβ

20

OL
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OL
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OL-I5I

OL

OL

LIST OF MATERIALS

PART NO SIZF DWG. NO DESCRIPTION

r ^ * ^
K V.SE.Vt

CKKó

»/4

TOLERANCES
UNIt SS NOTIQ

FRACTIONS I 1*4
DECIMALS «βt

ANCLES I 1/J
»l«4.«
IKK

f ACf TMtATMCMT

M(AT TStATMINT

NO.
REQD

DEEP SEA DRILLING PROJECT

aCR•m tMSTITUTKX Of OCEANCKHIAfMV
UNIVERSITY Of CALIFORNIA SAN DIEGO

LA JOLLA. CALIFORNIA

TITLI

GO-DLVtL~

RT NO

OL I MO

DftA•rN•v DATE CMCCKfO AffflOVtO

WZf DWG NO



UNLBBNOTED DEEP SEA DRILLING PROJECT
FRACTIONS * 1/64 SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAPHY

DECIMALS i 006 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO

ANGLES ± 1/2° LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 92093

CORNERS 1/64x45° TITLE

or i/64R • R D T K ^ V <SVAlTTλNkG T O O L

SURFACE TREATMENT MATERIAL I DRAWN BY I DATE I CHECKED I APPROVED

HEAT TREATMENT PART NO. SIZE DWG. NO. I REV~

QIΛAQQ R-OH4QO
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VJUWΛ OF C K U F .

BCALE, F U l I . APPROVED BY. " " DRAWN BY R { C

DATE: 13JULV16: L J ^ ^ REVISED

^OPyrVEXS" RQTARSf SH\FTVMGy TOOL
DRAWING NUMBER



•CALC: tZfjii AFT•OV•O •V: DKAWN •V Jr-£ J.

DATS: Lf^ -J Q•-7/ ••VI O>

LANDING SUB-3% ù.A.U.-THRBA S..'A.zZ
B>T RELEASE. SPEAR

'UNU/E/1SITY OF CALiPJT S~λi ^ ' - ' ^ £ " 7 \ \ 7Λ'ZQ
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REVISIONS
NO. DESCRIPTION {DATE I BVl CH. APR

I
I—'

o

TOLERANCES
UNLESS NOTED

FRACTIONS 2 1/64
DECIMALS ±.006

ANGLES 1 1/2"
CORNERS 1/64 » 4S°

or 1/64 R

FINISH ^

SURFACE TREATMENT

PMO^.COΛT
HEAT TREATMENT

DEEP SEA DRILLING PROJECT
SCRIPPS INSTfTUTION OF OCEANOGRAPHY

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA. SAN DIEGO
LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 92093

TITLE

DOG

PART NO.

OL\4\0

DATE

D G•>ll
SIZE DWG. NO.


